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How eBrevia 
automated 
contract review 
with AI for a major 
Australian business



CORPORATE SNAPSHOT

Headquartered in

Queensland,
Australia

Established since 2003, JWA Oilfield delivers innovative 
and sustainable matting solutions to the rail, construction, 
oil & gas industry.
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CHALLENGE 

Spending excessive 
time in reviewing 
documents and 
preparing reports
JWA Oilfield's legal team has to regularly review large 
amounts of lengthy documents including vendor 
contracts, tender documents, and terms and conditions 
of purchase orders. Pain points include reading through 
fine print and identifying contradicting terms across 
documents.

JWA Oilfield is looking for a solution to help them review 
documents and prepare reports efficiently - a solution 
to allow them regain control, and not feel like they are 
constantly "fighting fires".



SOLUTION

JWA Oilfield uploads documents into eBrevia for the AI engine 
to conduct a first level review. A document that takes an hour 
to review can now be reviewed in 5 minutes.

JWA Oilfield also makes use of eBrevia's reporting functions to 
automatically generate contract summary reports.

eBrevia saves time and 
boosts efficiency with 
high accuracy

HIGHEST LEVELS OF SECURITY 
Given its involvement in national and large commercial projects, 
JWA Oilfield regularly handles sensitive information – eBrevia 
employs bank-grade security and encryption, and offers cloud 
and on-premise solutions with SOC 2 Type 2 certification.

TIME SAVING AND ACCURACY
According to JWA Oilfield, a document that generally takes an 
hour to review can now be reviewed in 5 minutes with a high 
degree of accuracy.

EASY INTEGRATION WITH OPEN API
eBrevia has integrated with major software products such as 
DFIN's Venue® Virtual Data Room, iManage, SharePoint, 
Salesforce and more. Its open API allows users to customize 
integrations to improve operational efficiency.

CUSTOMIZABLE
eBrevia allows users to choose from its library what data points 
to track in documents. With its powerful machine learning and 
natural language processing techniques, users can teach 
eBrevia to learn and extract new data points depending on, 
organisation or transaction needs.



We chose eBrevia over other vendors due 
to its quick service response, relatively 
easy to use interface, and that it has 
open APIs planned for integrations.

DARRYL HUANG

Administrative Manager, JWA Oilfield Supplies Pty Ltd

The strength of eBrevia lies in the speed 
in identifying key points in legal 
contracts, and is very good at what it 
does so long the document format has 
very few formatting variations (such as 
blocks or tables of small text). 



A leading AI-powered document review and management 
solution for the modern enterprise

Up to 90% faster than manual review with capabilities to analyze 
50+ documents within one minute.

FAST

Up to 60% more accurate than manual review. 
ACCURATE

User-friendly and intuitive interface, enhancing your overall document 
review experience.

INTUITIVE

Automates tedious workflow with exportable summary reports in 
Word, Excel, checklist, .csv formats.

AUTOMATED REPORTING FUNCTIONS

24/7/365 global user support with a dedicated and legally trained 
team that understands your business.

GLOBAL 24/7/365 SUPPORT

100% customization in what data points to track. Users can even 
train the AI engine to learn and capture new data points.

CUSTOMIZABLE
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Hong Kong
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 "Letting AI Work For You"
Discover eBrevia’s latest use cases and how it can seamlessly 
integrate AI into your workflows to drive efficiency and reduce cost.

Click to Watch 

www.DFINsolutions.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e_qn0wRTXjQ&list=PLSbd3qN9ZkVZrJc9krwEWm7dCFCoobZJL
https://www.dfinsolutions.com/

